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The meeting was held in Les' shop with 11 members present.
The treasurer reported $1147.97 in the Guild treasury.

Rod developed two items bowl turning aids. The first 
is a tool rest with a cutout that follows the contour of 
the bowl. The PVC Plastic fitting is a height 
adjustment to allow movement of the rest without 
changing height.
The second item is a gage that allows scribing the
inside of a rough turned bowl with contour lines. The
bowl is turned down until the contour lines disappear
yielding a bowl of uniform predetermined thickness.
Rod provided the following information via email on
his CA glue finish:
First, here is my procedure, starting with bare sanded
wood:
Revolve your wood piece slowly… about slow enough
that superglue spread onto the surface will not be
driven off into the air by centrifugal force.

take a Q tip, tease out its very tight pod of cotton until
it is soft and floppy

hold q tip against the center of the revolving bowl, add
drips of thin CA glue onto the q tip and allow it to act
as a wick, the end of the cotton acting as a paint
brush that paints the glue onto the wood
move the q tip so it paints the whole surface.

Rod's Tool Rest

Rod's bowl gage
The q t will not harden as fresh glue is flowing through it all the times.

Stop. allow bowl to dry

It will look a bit ugly and uneven, as this first coat of pure glue's ( no oil) job is the soak into the
wood surface a little and harden up. It will turn a rather soft yet beautiful figure soft wood into a
hard wood on its very surface. The idea now is to scrape (and/or sand) the rough glue surface
till it is almost gone from the surface, yet is has penetrated just a little, into the softer parts of
the wood, between the harder annular rings.

Water sanding with a soaked paper towel bunched up in your hand, held touching the wood
and the sand paper will work but it is slow. With water, the wet/dry paper will not clog up with
super glue, as it would if sanded dry.

Much faster, and I think better, is to us my razor blade scraping technique. Use single edge



blades, they are of the finest steel, but of course they are thin. I grind the sharp edge 
completely off, and grind curves and contours that are just a little tighter than any cove curve 
on the bowl. These are used much as a carpenter's, hand scraping tool.

The blade should have no sharp cutting edge, just a flat face, the act of grinding will raise a
burr.

Hold the razor blade well below centerline, apply only a very few ounces of pressure to the
wood, and search for the sweet scraping angle. You will see the glue shavings come off as
pure. Continue scraping till the very first sign of wood shows up among the white glue
shavings.

Stop.

Start to water sand with 400 grit wet and dry, until no shiny glue is see on the surface.

Now soak a little linseed oil, or grape seed oil on a paper towel, increase lathe speed, and
wipe oil onto wood surface.

Add a few drops of CA glue to the oil on the towel, and polish this mixture onto the bowl or
spindle. If you wish, add more glue into the oily paper, and wipe it in well.

Spray some Kicker accelerator to a paper towel and wipe it onto the wood. It should be dry in
a minute or so.

Any sign of some parts of the surface too shiny? Use 400 or 600 wet and dry, with 0000 steel
wool soaked in oil, this should give a pleasing surface finish.
The Guild thanks Rod for providing detalied information on his inovative finish.

Rod also made a small scraper out of an wide chisel purchased from the Hardware store and a
face shield purchased on Amazon:
http://www.amazon.com/X-Shield-Polycarbonate-Microfiber-Security-Standards/dp/
B00PYTIC0W/ref=sr_1_123?s=hi&ie=UTF8&qid=1460238123&sr=1-123-
spons&keywords=face+shield&psc=1



Les' turnings Les' use of casting resin for embellishment.
Be sure to prime wood with resin before
placing object.

Brian's bowl showing the results of weak glue bond.

Brian's bull pine bowl from localy found
wood, hardened with MinWax wood
hardner



Buck's ironwood bowl Lee's small hammers made from a
brass pipe fitting

Rod's olive wood bowl Tony's redwood bowls

Lee demonstrated turning an natural edge bowl.

Mount bowl with bark toward
headstock

Shape outside



Hollow out the inside Lee's simple tool to gage wall
thickness.

The next meeting will be held Sunday April 10th at 2:30 in Russ’ shop, 18510 Estel’s
Court.


